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The Influence of Neo-Kantian Philosophy on Kelsen’s Legal Thought…………Zhang Yan 5 
［Abstract］ 

The inherent relationship between legal thought of Kelsen, one of the leading jurists of the 20th 
century, and neo  kantian philosophy is well known by academic community. However, the kind 
of the relationship and how they interplayed with each other is unclear. Being the most important 
trend of philosophical thought before the World War II in Germany, neo  kantian philosophy 
worked as the very inspiration and foundation of legal thought of Kelsen. Kelsen has not only 
absorbed theory of transcendental cognition from Marburg  Neokantianism, but also doctrine of 
judgement and validity from Heidelberg  Neokanitianism. It is right on the basis of these two 
schools of thought that Kelsen’s legal theory has shaped almost all fundamental concepts of 
jurisprudence, with which to establish legal science as a branch of science. Consequently, these 
key elements of neo  kantianism are studied by Kelsen’s legal thought and even by 
philosophical thought of law. However, Kelsen himself has scarcely expounded neo  kantianism 
in his own writings. The author, through exploration and study, tries to reveal the kind of 
relationship between legal thought of Kelsen and neo  kanitian philosophy, and also, to provide 
some helpful enlightenment for the construction of Chinese legal theory. 
 
  
Settlement of Interests Based on Performance after a Juristic Act Held 
Invalid...........................................................................................................Hisakazu Matsuoka 22  
［Abstract］ 

Unjust enrichment in Japanese Civil Code is designed by using provisions contained in 
German and Swiss civil laws, with equity playing a significant role. However, the notion of 
categorization has gradually gained support from certain cases in practice. We, therefore, should 
conduct in  depth study on unjust enrichment from the perspectives of legal fact and dispute 
settlement. Meanwhile, “settlement of interests based on performance after a juristic act held 
invalid” is a typical issue within the category of “enrichment based on performance” which is 
placed on a par with non  debt settlement. In recent years, during the course of revising civil 
code (law of obligations) in Japan, some scholars have noted that the effect of invalid juristic act 
may produce great impact on theory and practice with regard to unjust enrichment law. As a result, 
it is necessary and important for us to clarify various forms of acts by parties, different factors 
giving rise to invalidity, and issues involved such as principles of restitution of recipient of 



performance, restitution of money paid and limit of agreed consideration and relations among 
them. Currently, since articles drafted in revised version of Japanese Civil Code can not tackle 
practical problems with a clear aim, the most effective legislative approach should be adopted as 
follows. First, take the general rules as the basic articles involving the claim for restitution of 
unjust enrichment, and then prescribe specific rules targeting on particular category through 
special stipulations. 
 
The Origin and Development of Regreßverbot Theory…………………………He Qingren 34  
［Abstract］ 

Regreßverbot originated from the need to restrain the scope of causality, namely, due to the 
fact that the intentional act committed by other people cuts off the chain of causation of some prior 
act, it is, therefore, prohibited to pursue liability of the person who committed a prior negligence 
act retroactively. With the emergence of doctrine of liability fixation after the World War II, 
regreßverbot, by transforming into the restraint of legal liability, continued its development.    
Especially in modern doctrine of objective liability fixation, concepts such as social 
appropriateness, trust principle, risk that is allowed, and the purpose of normative protection have 
provided certain theoretical support for regreßverbot. The regreßverbot regarded as bounds of 
general constitutive requirements raised by Diel and regreßverbot taken as a general exclusion of 
cause in fact in terms of liability proposed by Jakobs, on the other hand, represent the latest 
direction of theoretical development in this field. In the area of accomplice theory, regreßverbot 
has provided stimulating answers for the distinction between principal offender and accomplice, 
the boundary between abettor and indirect principal offender, and for the issue whether it is 
necessary to deal with “principal offender after the principal offender”. Regreßverbot not only 
has a close connection with the principle of self  liability from perspective of dogmatic, but also 
challenges criminal policy that is increasingly influenced by criminal law focusing on risks.  
 
 
Internet Censorship and International Trade……... LawBrian Hindley & Hosuk 
Lee-Makiyama 47  
［Abstract］ 

Internet is a global market place. The rapid development of the Internet, and especially of 
Internet  based commerce, has largely taken place outside the standard trade  regulatory 
frameworks that cover most other forms of cross  border commerce. As the size of the Internet 
markets has grown, and as their contribution to the overall economy has become more pronounced, 
more attention has been given to regulatory concerns, such as trade restrictive measures, damaging 
the climate of trade and investment in the fields of e  commerce, information based services and 
online transmissions. One such measure is the blockage of access to websites. This paper suggests 
that many WTO member states are legally obliged to permit an unrestricted supply of crossborder 
Internet services. And as the option to selectively censor rather than entirely block services is 
available to at least some of the most developed censorship regimes, there is a good chance that a 
panel might rule that permanent blocks on search engines, photo  sharing applications and other 
services are inconsistent with the GATS provisions. Less resourceful countries, without means of 
filtering more selectively, and with a censorship based on moral and religious grounds, might be 
able to defend such bans in the WTO. But the exceptions do not offer a blanket cover for the 



arbitrary and disproportionate censorship that still occurs despite the availability to the censoring 
government of selective filtering. 
 
 
The Restraint That Should be Exercised by Chinese Criminal Legislation: A Critical 
Analysis of Criminalization of Act of Malicious Back Pay…………………   Liu Yanhong 61  
 
［Abstract］ 

In recent years, the virtue of restraint has not been effectively practiced in criminal legislation in 
China. On the basis of drawing essence from Mill’s rule of harm, Packer’s theory of boundary of 
criminal sanctions and legal interest theory upheld by German and Japanese scholars, questions 
relating to the restraint that should be exercised by criminal legislation nowadays may be 
answered from the following negative angles. That is, criminal law should not become “social 
administration law” with government’s role in administration being replaced, “harms prevention 
law” aiming at prevention and control of acts seriously harming society, “legislators’law” that 
lack of the public’s acknowledgement while demonstrating the will of legislators only, “the first 
law” that being relied upon without exhausting other measures and “law on paper” with no 
effective implementation at all. Criminalization of act of malicious back pay serves as the most 
typical example in which all the above  mentioned tests have been violated, the justification of 
its criminalization, therefore, does warrant our in  depth introspection. Further, several practical 
problems, such as the difficulty to initiate judicial proceeding after the criminalization of the act, 
may turn it into “scarecrow” crime without any help to resolve disputes over back pay. 
 
 
A Study on the Contestability System of Insurance Contract…………………Chang Min 76  
［Abstract］ 

An insurer may contest the validity of an insurance contract in case of the insurance proposer’
s false representation. However, in regard to the right to contest the validity of an insurance 
contract, due to differences of legal environment and institutional structure, insurance legislation 
has placed additional conditions from a number of angles, including but not limited to the 
regulated content and structure, contestable grounds, contestable time period, and situation in 
which waiver and estoppel shall apply. In order to protect the rights and interests of the insured, 
and to limit insurer’s right to terminate insurance contract, provisions relating to the contestability 
of the contract set forth by insurance law are compulsory. Article 16 of Chinese Insurance Law has 
established a norm regarding the system of contestability of the invalidity of insurance contract. 
Nevertheless, at the level of the basis and logic of the institutional operation, especially in terms of 
contestable time period, whether we have drawn legislative experience in regard to the 
incontestability clause practiced by common law countries, as it is generally believed by Chinese 
scholars, leads to varied conclusions after comparative studies. 
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Some Reflections on the Modernization of the Design of the System of Real Right of the 
Mainland: Experience Drawn from Civil Law of Portugal…………………Zhang Lihong 92  
［Abstract］ 

Civil laws of Portugal and Macao Special Administrative Region are of unique and important 
practical and theoretical value to the modernization of civil system of the mainland because they 
can be used for experiment in reality. The most crucial and pressing task of civil legislation in 
China is to establish and protect the value of good faith. Drawing the successful experiences from 
Portugal and Macao, the approach of the design of the system of real right in China should shift 
from taking the attribution of ownership as the main consideration to the consideration as whether 
the party is in good faith subjectively; weaken the role played by the attribution of ownership 
while strengthen the legal protection of possession; and pursue the principle of consensualism and 
tradition as an exception, with the registration producing only the effect of change of real right 
against a third party with good faith. In a transaction of real estate, it should be divided into two 
stages: preliminary agreement and the final sale contract. Moreover, the transaction should be 
guided by a notary. Only thus, can a system of change of real right over real estate be established 
successfully with the very focus placed on the protection of good faith. 
 
 
On Supremacy of the Line of Thayer……………………………………………Ye Ziqiang 111 
［Abstract］ 

It is generally acknowledged by community of evidence law in Anglo  Saxon countries that 
in dealing with the relationship between presumption and burden of proof, one should strictly 
follow the mandatory provision concerning the delimitation of boundaries. According to it, 
presumption only means a shift of burden of submitting evidence, and no shift of burden of 
persuasion and burden of proof shall be allowed. This is the line of Thayer. With more than 100 
years of development, the scientific nature of the line of Thayer has been established in practice. 
At present, according to provisions contained in Law on Tort and Several Rules of the Supreme 
Peoples Court on Evidences of Civil Proceedings, legal presumption and factual presumption can 
shift burdens of persuasion and proof, and this has led to quite a number of misjudgments in trial 
practice. Theoretically, the deep cause of this situation can be attributed to the position held by 
mainstream legal theory of evidence. That is, the mainstream theory in this respect has not 
recognized and introduced different levels of burdens of proof. Thus, once presumption occurs, 
the line of Thayer will be easily disregarded. Only with recognition and introduction of different 
levels of burdens of proof, may we be able to avoid above  mentioned mistakes thoroughly. 
Meanwhile, the relationship between presumption and burden of proof should be correctly 
handled. When there is a conflict, the principle of priority of burden of proof should be observed, 
since burden of proof is legally established. Attention should be paid particularly that in judicial 
practice, a judge has no right to lay down provisions of burden of proof on the basis of judicial 
discretion and distribute burdens of proof among parties concerned. As the matter stands, currently, 
we need to make strict and scientific interpretation in terms of factual presumption provided by 
Several Rules of the Supreme Peoples Court on Evidences of Civil Proceedings. 
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Protection Overseas: History, Strategies and Philosophy…………………….Liu Yinliang 123 
［Abstract］ 

The United States has been expanding its intellectual property protection overseas all the 
time in order to maximize its interest. In pursuit of effective international forums, ranging from 
UNESCO, WIPO, WTO to the recently initiated Anti  Counterfeiting Trade Agreement, the US 
has adopted a multiple strategy of forum selection, including participation in or withdrawal from a 
form, change of and establishing a new forum, etc., with the purpose to extend its increasingly 
enhanced domestic intellectual property protection globally. To support its policy, unilateral, 
bilateral and multilateral trade measures, including “Special 301”, free trade agreements and 
WTO disputes settlement mechanism, have been employed interchangeably. Those giant 
transnational companies play an active role in encouraging the extension of US extraterritorial 
intellectual property protection, while American pragmatic philosophy supports its forum selection 
policy. Through examination and analysis of the history of the global expansion of the intellectual 
property rights and its policy of forum selection, we can realize the essence of the globalization of 
intellectual property rights, understand its intrinsic conflicts, keep abreast of its reasonable 
direction, and, know clearly that international intellectual property protection should not be an 
unconditional extension of intellectual property law of one single country. Further, we may learn 
from relevant experiences and lessons, so as to adopt some forward  looking measures with 
clearer aims in diplomatic activities involving intellectual property rights. 
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［Abstract］ 

In modern society, there exist many public risks and also a great number of government 
regulations directing at these public risks. How to understand public risks serves as the logic 
beginning for the justification of government regulation. Different from private risks that arise 
from one party’s intention or fault, public risks essentially refer to acts that are conducive to 
reducing risks while increasing public welfare. They have nothing to do with morality. However, 
once a public risk results in an accident, it will cause great harm to society. How to control public 
risks has already become a major challenge we have to fact today. Because of technical restraints, 
traditional law of tort has failed to deal with public risks. Government regulation is playing a more 
and more important role in modern society. With government’s role increased, the legal system 
that protects individual rights through subsequent compensation for damages has gradually given 
way to government regulation taking safety as its top priority on the basis of rule of entry, 
industrial standards and information disclosure. Moreover, the key of this new system no longer 
focuses on individual  case  oriented realization of justice, but on reducing risks as a whole. 
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The Validity of Soft International Finance Law and Its Development…………Qi Tong 153
［Abstract］ 

Against the background of the emergence of the global governance and civil society, a 
flourishing development of the global finance governance becomes an inevitable trend. Though 



soft international finance law has no legally binding force, yet it may produce a kind of actual 
binding effect in practice. The subject, scope of regulation and forms of manifestation of soft 
international finance law are extensive and of great diversity, they, therefore, can fill the regulation 
vacuum and make up for the inadequacy of the regulatory mechanism of hard international finance 
law. In contemporary global finance system, the actual binding effect of soft international finance 
law is mainly reflected through the process of transforming into hard law legally and practically. 
Looking from the perspective of development trend, besides transforming into international treaty, 
custom and domestic law, soft international finance law still has its independent space for 
development in a relatively long period of time, with its future development depending on further 
encouragement of public participation and transparency.  
 


